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M
etal nanoparticlesplay an important
role in catalysis due to their irregular
surfaces, high surface-to-volume

ratio and size-dependent properties, which
can be tuned to optimize catalytic activity
and selectivity. Palladium (Pd) is an important
preciousmetal catalyst useful for awide range
of chemical reactions.1�3 The synthesis of
small, uniform,well-dispersedandcatalytically
active Pd nanoparticles undermild conditions
in a predictable and controlled manner is
an unmet challenge, despite recent develop-
ments in the dispersion and stabilization
of Pd nanoparticles.4�9 Meanwhile, biological
supramolecules such as viruses10�15 and pro-
tein cages16�18 have gained substantial atten-
tion as alternative template materials for
the controlled synthesis of metal and metal

oxide nanoparticles due to their well-defined
structure, monodispersed dimensions, and
abundant surface functionalities that can be
further modified via chemical and/or genetic
modifications. Particularly, Tobacco Mosaic
Virus (TMV) has been extensively utilized due
to their robust tubular structure and stability
in a wide range of conditions (e.g., pH bet-
ween 2 and 10, temperature up to 90�C and
organic solvents such as 80% ethanol) as well
as safety and simple mass production.19�23

Also, genetically displayed cysteines on TMV
coat proteins (such as TMV1cys or TMV2cys)
have been shown to improve Pd nanoparticle
formation rising from the enhanced biosorp-
tion of the precursors.24�26 However, the use
of reducing agents (e.g., dimethylamine bo-
rane (DMAB), sodium borohydride (NaBH4))
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ABSTRACT The synthesis of small, uniform, well-dispersed and active Pd

nanocatalysts under mild conditions in a predictable and controlled manner is an

unmet challenge. Viral nanomaterials are attractive biotemplates for the controlled

synthesis of nanoparticles due to their well-defined and monodisperse structure

along with abundant surface functionalities. Here, we demonstrate spontaneous

formation of small (1�2 nm), uniform and highly crystalline palladium (Pd)

nanoparticles along genetically modified tobacco mosaic virus (TMV1cys) biotem-

plates without external reducing agents. The ratio between TMV and Pd precursor

plays an important role in the exclusive formation of well-dispersed Pd nanopar-

ticles along TMV biotemplates. The as-prepared Pd�TMV complexes are then integrated into the poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-based microparticles via replica

molding (RM) technique in a simple, robust and highly reproducible manner. High catalytic activity, recyclability and stability of the hybrid Pd�TMV�PEG

microparticles are further demonstrated through dichromate reduction as a model reaction. Taken together, these findings demonstrate a significant step

toward simple, robust, and scalable synthesis and fabrication of efficient biotemplate-supported Pd nanocatalysts in readily deployable polymeric scaffolds

with high capacity in a controlled manner.

KEYWORDS: tobacco mosaic virus . palladium nanocatalysts . nano-bio-polymeric hybrid . PEG microparticles .
dichromate reduction
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leads to large and often uncontrollable Pd nanoparticle
formation, with a few exceptions such as on surface-
assembled formats,27�30 resulting in inefficient use of
the expensive metal precursors for potential applica-
tions such as catalysis. Recently, Lim et al.31,32 reported
the controlled synthesis of Pd coatings with thickness
of 25�35 nm on TMV biotemplates in the absence of
reducing agents. While these studies present potential
for the controlled synthesis of functional nanomater-
ials, substantially smaller and well-dispersed nano-
particles are required for catalytic applications. For
example, compared with larger nanoparticles, 1�2 nm
Pd nanoparticles supported in large pores of mesocel-
lular foam with lower metal loading showed higher
selectivity and reactivity for amine racemization.33

In the meantime, seamless integration of novel
nanocatalysts with robust platforms that confer stabil-
ity, scalable production, and ease of separation and
recovery while allowing for ready access of the reac-
tants remains a formidable challenge. Polymeric sup-
ports, especially in the form of porous 3Dmicroparticle
formats, should provide improved molecular interac-
tions and offer a hydrophilic environment with more
favorable solution kinetics.34 The ability to customize
specific microparticle features, such as controlled di-
mensions, anisotropic shapes and added functional-
ities (e.g., magnetic properties),35,36 would further
enhance the utility of the catalysts integrated in such
hybrid materials as alternative means for separation
from bulk solution, patterning, or self-assembly. Re-
cently, polymeric hydrogels have been used as stabiliz-
ing platforms for viral or metal nanoparticles, and even
served as effective templates for the in situ synthesis
of metal nanocatalysts37�40 (e.g., Co, Ni, Cu, Ag) for
chemical reactions. Particularly, poly(ethylene glycol)
(PEG) with long chain length has been emerging
as both reducer and stabilizer for the synthesis of
Pd nanoparticles in the studies of aerobic alcohol
oxidation,41,42 selective hydrogenation reaction43,44

and Heck reaction.45 PEG is relatively inexpensive,
non-volatile, nontoxic and environmentally benign.
In addition, the physical properties (e.g., mesh size) of
PEG-based hydrogels can be readily controlled simply
by varying the molecular weight and structure (linear
vs branched) of the PEG used.46 Thus, PEG-based
hydrogels present significant potential as stabilizers
or matrixes for the fabrication of functional materials
with catalytic activities.
In this study, we demonstrate a simple approach for

the synthesis of small, uniform and highly active Pd
nanocatalysts on TMV1cys biotemplates (Pd�TMV) in
the absence of reducing agents. We also demonstrate
that these novel nano-bio materials can be readily
integrated into PEG hydrogel microparticle plat-
forms via a simple and robust replica molding (RM)-
based fabrication technique. As shown in the sche-
matic diagram of Figure 1, our synthesis-fabrication

procedure consists of two steps. First, simple mixing of
TMV with the Pd precursor (Na2PdCl4) solution at 50 �C
leads to rapid and spontaneous formation of small
(1�2 nm), uniform, well-dispersed and highly crystal-
line Pd nanoparticles along TMV biotemplates without
reducer in aqueous solution (Step 1). In-depth analysis
via Transmission ElectronMicroscopy (TEM) shows that
the concentrations of Pd precursor and TMV as well as
the ratio between these two are important factors for
the uniform and exclusive formation of Pd nanoparti-
cles along TMV biotemplates. Second, the as-prepared
Pd�TMV complexes are readily integrated into PEG
polymeric hydrogel microparticles via a simple and
robust replica molding (RM) technique (Step 2). Speci-
fically, the Pd�TMV complexes are mixed with PEG
diacrylate (PEGDA) and photoinitiator to yield the
preparticle solution, then placed on PDMSmicromolds.
Brief irradiation of UV light induces radical chain poly-
merization47 to form cross-linked PEG-based hydrogel
microparticles containing the Pd�TMV complexes
integrated into the polymeric networks in a stable
manner (Step 2).
These hybrid microparticles, named Pd�TMV�PEG

microparticles, are then utilized for the catalytic reduc-
tion of hexavalent chromate ion, a prevalent industrial
pollutant in the industrial waste and drinking water

Figure 1. Synthesis of Pd�TMV Encapsulated PEG-based
microparticles by ReplicaMolding (RM) (Step1: spontaneous
formationofPdnanoparticlewithout reducing agent. Step2:
fabrication of PEG-based microparticle via replica molding
technique.).
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sources.48 The catalytic reaction study of Pd�TMV�
PEG microparticles shows 6-fold higher activity than
commercial Pd/C catalysts per Pd mass. Furthermore,
results show that the reaction rate is linearly pro-
portional to the Pd loading density inside the Pd�
TMV�PEG hydrogel microparticles within the diffusion
limitation-free regime. Compared to microfluidic par-
ticle fabrication techniques,49�51 RM allows for simple,
robust, scalable and inexpensive integration and
manufacturing. In addition, RM technique enables
the encapsulation of Pd�TMV complexes in PEG hy-
drogel microparticles with high Pd loading capacity
without clogging or precipitation,52 commonly found
in the microfluidic procedures. Taken together, these
results illustrate a facile synthesis-fabrication strategy
for robust, highly uniform and catalytically active
nanobiopolymeric hybrid materials in a controlled
manner. We envision that the results and methods
presented in this study can be readily expanded to a
variety of other systems for facile fabrication of multi-
functional materials with novel nanobio components
seamlessly integrated to maximize their functionality
and/or stability under relevant working conditions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Spontaneous Formation of Palladium Nanoparticles along
TMV Biotemplates. We first show that small, well-dispersed
and highly crystalline palladium (Pd) nanoparticles
form on tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) biotemplates in
the absence of reducing agent in Figures 2 and 3. First,
macroscopic and UV�vis absorbance observations over
30 min incubation period in Figure 2 clearly indicate the
conversion of Pd precursors into Pd�TMV complexes
that can be readily separated via low-speed centrifuga-
tion. For this, 10 mM Na2PdCl4 (Pd precursor) was mixed
with 0.6 mg/mL TMV1cys in deionized (DI) water and
incubated at 50 �C for 30 min.

As shown in the photographs of Figure 2a, the color
of the solution quickly turned from light yellow to
golden yellowwithin 10 s, then to darker brown yellow
slowly over time during the incubation. Next, the
UV�vis absorbance spectra in Figure 2b suggest the
formation of Pd�TMV complexes. At time zero (solid
black line), the UV spectrum of Pd precursor solution
shows characteristic absorbance peaks at 320 and
430 nm (marked with solid triangles), which are due
to the charge-transfer and d�d transition of PdCl3-
(H2O).

53 Meanwhile, the spectrum also shows very
strong absorbance below 300 nm and a small shoulder
peak at around 475 nm (marked with solid star),
which are due to the presence of PdCl4

2� ions.53,54

The spectrum of TMV solution (red solid curve) shows
TMV's typical absorbance at 260�280 nm (aromatic
protein side chains and RNA). After Pd precursor
solution was mixed with TMV, those characteristic
absorbance peaks of PdCl4

2� and PdCl3(H2O)
� become

indistinguishable as the incubation proceeds, and are

replaced by an increased absorbance over a broad
wavelength range. We tracked this change in the
spectra by taking the absorbance values at the initial
minimum at 372 nm over time, as shown in Figure 2c.
This plot suggests that the conversion of the precursor
proceeds rapidly within the first five minutes then
gradually reaches a plateau under the condition em-
ployed in this study. Potential causes of this behavior
could be the changes in pH of the solution31 or the
thermodynamic equilibrium in which TMV biotem-
plates may have reached maximum capacity for the
spontaneous formation of Pd nanoparticles, while the
exhaustion of the Pd precursor is unlikely as indicated

Figure 2. Observation of the formation of Pd�TMV complex
with UV�vis spectroscopy. (a) Photographs of Pd�TMV
solution over incubation time at 50 �C; (b) UV�vis absor-
bance of Na2PdCl4 solution after mixing with TMV at 50 �C
over time (0.1 cm path depth cuvette); (c) A372nm versus
incubation time; (d) collected Pd�TMV complex pellets by
centrifugation. Red dash circle highlights the collected
Pd�TMV pellets.
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by the remaining Pd precursor in the supernatant
(double-dotted line with a short arrow in Figure 2b).

Finally, the photographs of Figure 2d show that the
Pd�TMV complexes are readily centrifuged at low
speed (9000g) to yield brown pellets (highlighted with
red dash circle) in contrast to TMV solutions that show
no pelleting. The UV�vis spectrum of the collected
supernatant (double-dotted line with a short arrow)
upon 30 min incubation shows similar yet lower ab-
sorbance compared to the initial Pd precursor solution,
while the resuspended pellets (black dotted line)
show apparent shift of absorbance peak into lower
wavelength range along with the absence of the
430 nm PdCl3(H2O)

� peak, indicating the formation
of Pd�TMV complexes.55 Combined these results in
Figure 2 indicate that the Pd�TMV complexes form
mostly within the first 5 min.

TEM Characterization. Next, we thoroughly examined
the synthesis conditions and the structures of palla-
dium nanoparticles on TMV biotemplates via TEM as
shown in Figure 3. For this, TMV was exposed to the Pd
precursor (Na2PdCl4) solution and incubated at 50 �C
for 30min. Upon centrifugation at 9000g, the collected
pellets were suspended in DI water then placed on the
TEM grids.

First, the TEM images of Figure 3a show minimal
number of Pd particles for samples prepared with
low Pd precursor concentrations (S1: 2 mM Na2PdCl4,
1.6 mg/mL TMV). Next, Figure 3b shows that the
sample with higher Pd precursor concentrations (S6:
10 mM Na2PdCl4, 0.6 mg/mL TMV) exhibits the forma-
tion of interlocking networks as well as abundant
and small Pd nanoparticles formed exclusively on
TMV biotemplates. Importantly, the histogram of the
Pd nanoparticle sizes based on 100 particles shown in
the inset of Figure 3b reflects narrow size distribution
of 1.2 ( 0.3 nm in diameter with about 82% of the
Pd particles in the size range of 0.6�1.5 nm. Finally,
sample with even higher Pd precursor ratio (S7: 10 mM
Na2PdCl4 and 0.3 mg/mL TMV) in Figure 3c shows
large flower-like Pd aggregates outside the TMV bio-
templates, while many Pd particles also form on TMV
biotemplates with uniform particle size (Figure 2S,
Supporting Information). Harris and co-worker25 also
observed large multicrystalline Pd aggregates outside
TMV2cys and small Pd clusters along TMV before
further sample treatment (washing the sample with
deionized water). However, in their study, reducing
agent DMAB was used and Pd nanoparticles formed
along TMV2cys were not uniform or well-dispersed.

Figure 3. TEM images of spontaneously formed Pdnanoparticles along TMVbiotemplates. (a) Sample S1 (2mMNa2PdCl4 and
1.6 mg/mL TMV); (b) sample S6 (10 mM Na2PdCl4 and 0.6 mg/mL TMV); (c) sample S7 (10 mM Na2PdCl4 and 0.3 mg/mL TMV);
(d) the effect of TMV and Na2PdCl4 concentrations on the Pd nanoparticle formation along TMV biotemplates; (e) high-
resolution TEM image of the crystal structure of Pd nanoparticles (prepared with S6 condition).
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Overall, these results indicate that: (1) certain
threshold concentration of Pd precursor is needed
for the spontaneous formation of nanoparticles along
TMV biotemplates, (2) good dispersion of uniform Pd
nanoparticles requires adequate amount of TMV bio-
templates, and (3) extra amount of Pd precursor does
not lead to the increase in Pd nanoparticle size on TMV
biotemplates.

The behavior of Pd nanoparticle formation on TMV
biotemplates under various Na2PdCl4 and TMV con-
centrations is summarized in Figure 3d. First, when the
Na2PdCl4 concentration is as low as 2mM, no visible Pd
nanoparticles were formed on the TMV biotemplates
(samples S1 and S2, marked as cross symbols). Second,
under certain conditions with adequate concentra-
tion and proper ratio of Na2PdCl4 and TMV, small Pd
nanoparticles form only on TMV biotemplates in a
uniform and well-dispersed manner (samples S3, S4,
S5, S6 and S9, marked as red round circles). The TEM
images of additional samples (S3, S4, S5 and S9) are
shown in Figure 1S (Supporting Information), and the
average sizes of Pd nanoparticles for those samples are
all measured to be between 1 and 2 nm with narrow
size distribution (Figure 2S, Supporting Information).
Sample S3 and S5 synthesized with the same ratio
of Na2PdCl4/ TMV (8.3 mmol Pd/g TMV) exhibit nearly
the same particle size distribution and average size of
1.7 nm, as shown in Figure 2S, Supporting Information.
In addition, in comparison with sample S6 (Na2PdCl4/
TMV = 16.6 mmol Pd/g TMV), the decrease in the
Na2PdCl4/TMV ratio (sample S3 and S5) results in about
1.5-fold decrease in the number of Pd nanoparticles
per unit surface area of TMV.

Third, when the TMV concentration is relatively low,
large aggregates of Pd particles are found outside TMV
biotemplates (samples S7, S8, S10, and S11, marked as
triangles in Figure 3d). The TEM images of samples S8,
S10, and S11 are also shown in Figure 1S (Supporting
Information). Combined, the results summarized in
Figure 3d indicate that the concentrations of both
Na2PdCl4 and TMV, and the ratio between Na2PdCl4
and TMVplay important roles for the formation of small
and uniform Pd nanoparticles along TMV biotem-
plates, with the optimal ratio of Na2PdCl4/TMV(mmol
Pd/g TMV) between 6.2 and 17 under the synthesis
conditions examined here.

In addition, the effects of incubation time and
temperature were also studied as shown in the TEM
images of Figures 3S and 4S (Supporting Information).
We found that longer incubation time does not lead to
changes in Pd particle size or distribution, yet causes
certain degree of TMV degradation. Higher incuba-
tion temperature (80 �C) shows apparent particle
aggregation and does not lead to the increase in Pd
particle size. Thus, variation of preparation parameters
has minor influence on the Pd size distribution in
the presence of TMV, similar to the studies on the

formation of colloidal Pd particles in the presence of
PVP by Wolf and co-workers.55

Finally, the high resolution TEM image of a ran-
domly selected area (Figure 3e) shows that most Pd
nanoparticles formed on TMV biotemplates are highly
crystalline. The Pd particle in the inset shows 0.22 nm
spacing, which corresponds to the (111) interplanar
distance of the face centered cubic (fcc) structure of
metallic Pd crystals.56

The results in Figure 3 exhibit several benefits
of TMV as biotemplates for the metal nanoparticle
formation. First, TMV provides abundant bioadsorp-
tion, nucleation and particle growth sites22,26,50,57 for
the formation of small (1�2 nm) Pd nanoparticles with
narrow size distribution under mild aqueous condi-
tions without reducing agents. Specifically, in addition
to well-known affinity of cysteine to palladium that
enhances the “biosorption” thus nanoparticle forma-
tion,26 other amino acid side chain functionalities (such
as tryptophan, aspartic acid, glutamic acid, serine and
tyrosine,) are also known to form complexeswithmetal
precursors, and contribute to the controlled formation
of metal nanoparticles (e.g., Pd,58 Ag,59 and Au60).

Second, TMV's robust 3D nanotubular structure
keeps thePdnanoparticleswell-dispersed20,25 through-
out centrifugation and resuspension, while the TMV
rods form stable networks without aggregation upon
Pd metal formation under proper incubation condi-
tions. This network formation of Pd�TMV complexes
further facilitates simple separation via centrifugation.

Lim et al.31 demonstrated the formation of poly-
crystalline palladium layerswith thickness of 25�35 nm
on the outer surface of TMV in the absence of reducer
via several repeated coating cycles. In our study shown
here,∼20-fold higher concentrations of both Na2PdCl4
and TMV (within certain synthesis conditions) and only
one incubation cycle leads to a completely different
behavior, where uniform 1�2 nm Pd nanoparticles
are formed in a consistent manner. This spontaneous
formation of Pd nanoparticles on TMV may follow
complex formation and self-mineralizationmechanism,
where PdClx(H2O)y precursors are complexed on the
TMV surface functionalities (thiol and hydroxyl groups)
and self-mineralized by oxidizing Cl� to release HClO.32

Our study here along with previous reports22,31,32 in-
dicates that the absence of reducing agent in the
process leads to slow nanoparticle growth with more
uniform crystalline structures. From our observation
of the UV�vis absorbance spectra, the formation of
Pd�TMV complexes takes as long as 20 min for ∼95%
of completion. In another report by Lim et al.,32 the
incubation time used for the Pd adsorption and miner-
alization without reducer was also 20 min. In contrast,
applying reducer in the TMV solution leads to more
rapid and uncontrolled Pd particle formationwith some
large multicrystalline palladium aggregates outside
TMV.20,22,25,26,50,57 In the Small-Angle X-ray Scattering
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(SAXS) study reported by Manocchi et al., 22 the Pd
growth on TMV with sodium hypophosphite as the
reducer was complete within only 33 s, leading to
relatively large (up to 5 nm) Pd particles. Therefore,
the reducer-free procedure shown here represents a
simple and low-cost approach for the controlled for-
mation of uniform and small Pd nanoparticles along
TMV biotemplates.

In summary, results in Figure 3 demonstrate that:
(1) small (1�2 nm) and uniform Pd nanoparticles
are spontaneously formed along TMV biotemplates
without reducing agents, (2) most Pd nanoparticles
observed are highly crystalline with (111) facets, and
(3) both the concentration and ratio between
Na2PdCl4 and TMV are important factors for the for-
mation of uniform and well-dispersed Pd�TMV
complexes.

Fabrication of Hybrid Hydrogel Microparticles with Encapsu-
lated Pd�TMV Complexes via Replica Molding. We next
demonstrate that the as-prepared Pd�TMV complexes
can be readily integrated into nonspherical, shape-
controlled polymericmicroparticle formats via a simple
replica molding (RM) technique, as shown in Figure 4.
As shown in the schematic diagram of Figure 4a,
the preparticle solution composed of the Pd�TMV
complexes, poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA),
PEG200, and photoinitiator (PI) is poured into the PDMS-
basedmicromolds. PEG200wasusedas aporogen61,62 to
create porous structure of PEG microparticles to enable
the diffusion of reactants and products. The volume ratio
of Pd�TMV solution PEGDA/PEG200/PI is set as 55/25/
15/5, while the final TMV concentration in the micro-
particles is varied, as shown in Figure 4d. Upon irradiation
with UV light, the preparticle solution undergoes photo-
induced radical polymerization to form cross-linked
polymeric networks.63,64

First, the photographs in Figure 4b show that the
preparticle solutions are clear and uniform with final
TMV concentration up to 4.8 mg/mL, with increasingly
brown color for higher Pd�TMV contents. Next, the
photographs of the Pd�TMV embedded PEG micro-
particles in Figure 4c show increasingly dark color
with increasing Pd�TMV contents, indicating that the
Pd�TMV complexes are successfully embedded in
the PEG hydrogels. Finally, the photomicrographs of
the Pd�TMV�PEG microparticles in Figure 4d show
uniform color and shape for all the Pd�TMV contents
examined up to 4.8mg/mL TMV concentrationwithout
any apparent aggregation or deformation, with highly
consistent dimensions of 300 μm in width and 100 μm
in thickness from the micromolds. The SEM images in
Figure 5S (Supporting Information) also confirm the
uniformity of the fabricated microparticles and the
smoothness of microparticle surfaces. Various prepar-
ticle compositions were also examined for the micro-
particle fabrication; the microphotographs in Figures
6S and 7S (Supporting Information) clearly show that

insufficient concentrations of PEGDA (<15%) and PI
(2%) result in incomplete photopolymerization, non-
uniform microparticles or low mechanical strength.

Compared to microfluidic techniques for themicro-
particle fabrication,50 the results in Figure 4 showmany
inherent advantages of the RM technique, including
simple, robust, and inexpensive procedures as well as
scalability and reliable duplication of complex struc-
tures.63 First, the RM procedure is simple and scalable
due to the usage of a hand-held UV lamp for photo-
polymerization rather than a high-intensity UV source
requiring delicate control for the photo- or flow-
lithographic fabrication procedures.49,65 Second, the

Figure 4. Fabrication of Pd�TMV�PEG microparticles via
replica molding. (a) Brief schematic diagram of Pd�TMV�
PEG microparticle fabrication; (b) photographs of preparti-
cle solutions; (c) photographs of collected Pd�TMV�PEG
microparticles from one batch of fabrication; (d) micropho-
tographs of Pd�TMV�PEG microparticles containing var-
ious amounts of Pd�TMV complexes. Note: The fabrication
condition of allmicroparticles is PEGDA:PEG200:PI:Pd�TMV
(volume ratio) = 25:15:5:55. All the concentrations shown in
the images are referred to the TMV concentrations in the
preparticle solution.
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RM procedure is robust due to the tunable fabrication
parameters not limited by needs to maintain consis-
tent flows, viscosity and phase separation. Due to
this robustness of the RM procedure, fabrication of
multifunctional particles in spatially resolved, multi-
compartmental formats can also be accomplished
without relying on delicate balance of multiple dy-
namic flows.66 To illustrate this capability, we have
also examined fabrication of Janus particles consisting
of two layers as shown in Figure 8S (Supporting
Information). The results show that such Janus particles
containing catalytically active Pd�TMV complexes
and magnetic nanoparticles in two separate phases
are readily fabricated in a consistent manner, further
illustrating the synergistic advantage of integrating
Pd�TMV complexes with RM-based microparticle for-
mats that allows for simple incorporation of additional
functionalities. Third, all the silicon master molds,
PDMS micromolds, and excess preparticle solution
can be fully recycled multiple times, making the RM
technique a cost-efficient procedure. Fourth, RM leads
to the fabrication of 100% uniform and clean micro-
particles due to the absence of any continuous phase
(e.g., oil and unreacted monomer outside of the objec-
tive light)35 or deformed particles that often arise at
the onset and end of each microfluidic procedure.
In conclusion, these results clearly demonstrate that
the Pd�TMV complexes can be readily integrated into
polymeric microparticle formats in a simple and repro-
ducible manner via the RM technique.

Catalytic Activity Examination. Next, we examined the
catalytic activity of the Pd�TMV�PEG microparticles
for Pd nanoparticle-catalyzed dichromate reduction
reaction, as shown in Figure 5. For this, Pd�TMV�PEG
microparticles (1040 microparticles with total volume
of 5.2 μL for each reaction batch) encapsulating various
amounts of Pd�TMV complexes (Figure 4) were added
to, and vigorously stirred in the 1 mL reaction mixtures
containing 0.1 mM K2Cr2O7 and 100 mM NaCOOH
at pH 3. The conversion was monitored via UV�vis
spectrophotometry at the dichromate ion's character-
istic absorption maximum at 350 nm.

First, as shown in Figure 5a, the bottom conversion
curve with star symbol is from the microparticles
containing only TMV without Pd nanoparticles, which
shows no dichromate conversion. Meanwhile, all the
other PEG microparticles containing Pd�TMV com-
plexes show good catalytic activities with the conver-
sions reaching near-completion within the 20 min
period. The Pd�TMV�PEG microparticles containing
higher Pd loading density clearly show higher conver-
sion rates.

Under the reaction conditions applied, the reaction
follows apparent pseudo-first order batch reaction
kinetics,27 and the apparent rate constants kapp (min�1)
of all batches were obtained from the slope of linear
regression of Ln([Cr(VI)]/[Cr(VI)0]) vs reaction time,

where Cr(VI) and Cr(VI)0 represent the dichromate
concentration at time t and 0, respectively. Figure 5b
shows the average kapp from triplicate experiments for
the Pd loading density of the microparticles. The small
error bars for each condition indicate the high consis-
tency and reproducibility of our synthesis-fabrication
procedure. Furthermore, the kapp is proportional to the
Pd loading density up to Pd loading density of 0.14 μg
Pd/μL microparticles (=0.7 ng Pd/each microparticle, as
the volume of each microparticle is 5 nanoliter). In this
linear region, the observed reaction rate is equal to
the intrinsic reaction rate catalyzed by Pd�TMV�PEG
microparticles fabricated with composition of PEGDA:
PEG200:PI:Pd�TMV (v/v/v/v) = 25:15:5:55, which is cal-
culated to be 98.7 mmol/(g Pd 3min) from the first four
data points in Figure 5b. Importantly, this observed
catalytic activity (normalized by Pd amount) is ∼6-fold
higher than the commercial Pd/C catalyst, which was
determined to be 16.4 ( 0.2 (mmol/(g Pd 3min))
(Methods). TEM characterization of commercial 5%
Pd/C in Figure 9S (Supporting Information) shows
that the carbon-supported Pd particles possess much
broader size distribution: average size 3.2 nm with
minimum size 1 nm and maximum size 12 nm, with

Figure 5. The catalytic activities of Pd�TMV�PEG micro-
particles encapsulating various amounts of Pd�TMV com-
plexes. (a) Conversion curves of dichromate reduction
catalyzed by Pd�TMV�PEG microparticles with different
Pd loading densities; (b) Pd loading densities in Pd�TMV�
PEGmicroparticles versus apparent reaction rate constants.
Note: the Pd loading amount is measured by ICP. Note:
preparticle solution composition with ratio of PEGDA:
PEG200:PI:Pd�TMV (v/v/v/v) = 25:15:5:55.
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certain degree of Pd particle aggregation on the carbon
support. Thus, the better catalytic performance of
Pd�TMV�PEG microparticles than commercial Pd/C
catalyst is likely due to the relatively small, uniform,
well-dispersed and highly crystalline nature of the Pd
nanoparticles on TMV biotemplates.

Next, the apparent rate constants in the linear
region (<0.14 μg Pd/μL microparticles) indicate that:
(1) all the Pd nanoparticles embedded in the PEG
hydrogel network structure are accessible to the reac-
tants for the reaction, 2 the Pd�TMV�PEG micropar-
ticles containing uniform and well-dispersed 1�2 nm
Pd nanoparticles have good catalytic activity, (3) there
appears to be no apparent internal diffusion limitation
within these particles containing different Pd�TMV
complex amounts, and (4) the PEG network structure
provides a good matrix for the encapsulation of
catalytically active Pd nanoparticles while allowing
for sufficient mass transfer of the small molecule
reactants and products under the fabrication condi-
tions enlisted.

When the Pd loading density in themicroparticles is
above 0.28 μg Pd/μL microparticles (pointed by black
arrows), the apparent rate constants kapp start becom-
ing lower than the expected ideal ones (dashed line in
Figure 5b). This indicates that not all the Pd nanopar-
ticles in the hydrogel microparticles are utilized in
the catalytic reaction. One explanation for this devia-
tion from the ideal behavior is that certain degree of
internal diffusion limitation occurs in the higher
Pd�TMV loading density cases. According to the
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations by Wu et al.67

and the Amsden theory,68 the diffusion coefficient
Deff of ions through PEG700 (n = 16) hydrogels is about
0.5 � 10�5 cm2/s. Thus, the estimation of Weisz
modulus (Mw) of the Pd�TMV�PEG microparticles
with Pd loading density of 0.28 and 0.56 μg Pd/μL
microparticles is about 0.26 and 0.35, respectively.
These values of the Weisz modulus are within the
range of slight diffusion limitation.69 The presence
of Pd�TMV complexes in cross-linked PEG hydrogel
network structure may also change the properties of
the hydrogels (such as average mesh size or overall
hydrogel structure), thus small degree of internal
diffusion limitation may occur for the Pd�TMV�PEG
microparticles with higher Pd loading densities.

With robust replica molding technique reported
here, these results indicate that the catalyst loading
density in hydrogel microparticles can be readily con-
trolled to be in the optimal ranges within the kinetics-
controlled regime simply by changing the loading
density of the Pd�TMV complexes in the preparticle
solution. In addition, the catalytic activity studies in
Figure 10S (Supporting Information) show that micro-
particles fabricatedwith lower concentration of PEGDA
in the preparticle composition exhibit higher apparent
rate constant for dichromate reduction. Engberg

et al.70,71 found that decreasing the initial PEGDA%
acts to increase the spacing of cross-link junctions and
to form polymer networks with looser structures.
Similarly, the usage of PEG prepolymers with higher
molecular weight could lead to larger hydrogel mesh
size, resulting in higher diffusion coefficient and thus
less internal diffusion limitation of reactants through
the polymer matrix.67

Meanwhile, the Pd�TMV complexes without en-
capsulation into the microparticle formats showed
substantially lower catalytic activity and aggregation
as shown in Figure 11S (Supporting Information). This
result further confirms the utility of the integration of
Pd�TMV complexes into the PEG hydrogel scaffolds
for catalytic reactions, offering significant synergy
between the TMV biotemplates that offer small Pd
nanoparticle synthesis and dispersion, and the porous
hydrogel matrices that offer stable incorporation of
otherwise unstable nanobio complexes susceptible
to aggregation while allowing ready access to small
molecule reactants.

Combined, results in Figure 5 and Figure 11S de-
monstrate high catalytic activity of the PEG micro-
particles encapsulating Pd�TMV nanostructures and
the significant synergy between Pd�TMV nanobio
complex and the porous polymeric matrices. Further-
more, the reaction rate catalyzed by Pd�TMV�PEG
microparticles is linearly proportional to the Pd loading
density inside hydrogels within the diffusion limita-
tion-free region. Next, the porous network structure of
the PEG hydrogels with 2�3 nm mesh size46 enables
sufficient diffusion of small reactantmolecules through
the matrix. Finally, Pd�TMV�PEG hydrogel micro-
particles as catalysts allow for simple separation from
the reaction solution by low-speed centrifugation
or filtration under mild conditions. Therefore, the
simple RM technique for fabrication of PEG hydrogel
microparticles to encapsulate Pd�TMV complex as
catalysts presents a robust strategy that could be
readily extended to other hybrid nanostructures or
functionalities.

Recyclability and Stability of Pd�TMV�PEG Microparticles.
To further examine the stability of the Pd�TMV�PEG
microparticles, we next carried out five reaction cycles
catalyzed by a single batch of microparticles (total
volume = 10.4 μL) containing 0.07 μg Pd/μL micro-
particles without any regeneration treatments as shown
in Figure 6.

The conversion of the dichromate reached near-
completion for all the five runs (Figure 6a) with the
apparent rate constants being 0.75, 0.77, 0.72, 0.69, and
0.60 min�1, respectively. Considering loss of certain
number of microparticles at each recycling (i.e., re-
moval of reaction mixtures), the 20% decrease in the
rate constant after 5 reaction cycles indicates stability
and recyclability of these hydrogel microparticles un-
der catalytic reaction conditions (i.e., pH 3 and vigorous
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stirring) employed here. Furthermore, the photomicro-
graphs of the microparticles upon 5 cycle reactions in
Figure 6b clearly show that the shape, structure and
size remain identical to the before-reaction state. Over-
all, the results in Figure 6a,b show that the Pd�TMV
nanostructures remain entrapped in the cross-linked
PEG hydrogel network structure through catalytic
reaction conditions in a stable manner. Notably, the
good catalytic activity, stability and recyclability of
as-prepared Pd�TMV�PEG microparticles as catalysts
indicate retention of the Pd�TMV complexes within
the polymeric networks mainly due to the relative
dimensions of Pd nanoparticles (1�2 nm) vs Pd�TMV
complexes/network (up to micrometers) vs hydrogel
mesh size (2�3 nm) vs small molecule reactants and
products (angstroms). On one hand, the integration of
1�2 nm Pd nanoparticles with TMV nanostructures
(in length of 300 nm) allows Pd nanoparticles to stay

well-dispersed and entrapped inside the hydrogel
networks under catalytic reaction conditions. On the
other hand, the 2�3 nm mesh size of hydrogel allows
minimal mass transfer limitation of small molecule
reactants and products (hydrodynamic radius of a
few angstroms) through microparticles with 50 μm
characteristic length examined in this study. Hence,
TMV biotemplates help the synthesis, dispersion and
retention of small Pd nanoparticles within the PEG
hydrogel network structure. Furthermore, the micro-
particle size and mesh size can be readily controlled
and manipulated for optimal payload of Pd nano-
particles and catalytic performance.

Finally, we further examined the catalytic activity
of the Pd�TMV�PEG microparticles upon long-term
storage, as shown in Figure 6c. The conversion rate
upon 14-day storage (triangle symbols) at room tem-
peraturewas identical to the one from freshly prepared
samples (circle symbols). This result clearly indicates
that the Pd�TMV�PEGmicroparticles are stable under
ambient conditions, and that the PEG hydrogel net-
work provides stable matrix for the Pd�TMV nano-
bio complexes without any leaching over extended
storage. Combined, results shown in Figure 6 demon-
strate that our novel hybrid catalysts embedded in
the polymeric microparticle format possess stability
under catalytic reaction conditions and upon long-
term storage.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have demonstrated and thoroughly
examined a facile synthesis�fabrication scheme to
create novel nano�bio complexes with small and
catalytically active Pd nanoparticles seamlessly inte-
grated in robust polymeric microparticle formats. First,
UV�vis absorbance observations showed rapid forma-
tion of Pd�TMV complexes that can be readily sepa-
rated and processed. TEM characterization confirmed
the spontaneous and exclusive formation of small
(1�2 nm), uniform and highly crystalline Pd(111) nano-
particles along TMV biotemplates. Both concentra-
tion and ratio between Na2PdCl4 and TMV were found
to be important factors for the formation of uniform
and well-dispersed Pd nanoparticles. Second, simple
and highly reproducible RM procedure enabled inte-
gration of Pd�TMV complexes into uniformPEG-based
polymeric microparticles. Third, the as-prepared nano-
biopolymeric hybrid materials possess readily control-
lable Pd loading density, high catalytic activity and
stability for dichromate reduction reaction. Taken
together, these results not only indicate facile routes
to harness the unique advantages of biotemplates for
the controlled synthesis of functional nanomaterials,
but also suggest robust fabrication strategies to inte-
grate additional functionalities in stable, robust and
highly reproducible formats. We envision that this
novel synthesis�fabrication procedure can be readily

Figure 6. Stability study of Pd�TMV�PEG microparticles
as catalysts for dichromate reduction. (a) Recycling
study; (b) microphotographs of microparticles after 5
cycles of dichromate reduction; (c) conversion curve of
dichromate reduction with microparticles upon 14 days
storage.
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extended to the fabrication of other nanobiopolymeric
hybrid materials with multiple functionalities based

on various metal nanoparticles or polymer formats
for catalysis or energy applications.

METHODS

Materials. The first generation of genetically modified
Tobacco Mosaic Virus (TMV1cys) was from Dr. James Culver,
at the Institute for Bioscience and Biotechnology Research of
University of Maryland Biotechnology Institute. The TMV1cys
templates utilized in this study were produced by infecting
tobacco plants and extracting from infected tobacco leaves
with phosphate extraction buffer, followed by chloroform
phase separation, PEG8000 sedimentation and sucrose gradient
for TMV purification as previously described.57 Sodium tetra-
chloropalladate (II) (Na2PdCl4, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was
used as the precursor for the Pd nanoparticle formation. Poly-
(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEG-DA,Mn = 700), PEG (Mn = 200),
and 2-hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone (Darocur 1173, photo-
initiator (PI)) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).
A 0.5% Tween 20 solution was used for microparticle storage.
Potassium dichromate (K2Cr2O7) (99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich) and
sodium formate (HCOONa) (99%, Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA)were used in the study of dichromate reduction. All of these
materials were used as received without further purification.

Spontaneous Formation of Pd Nanoparticles on TMV Biotemplates and
Preparticle Solution Preparation. To form Pd nanoparticles on TMV
biotemplates, the TMV stock solution was added into the
Na2PdCl4 solution, then incubated at 50 �C for 30 min. Various
concentrations of Na2PdCl4 and TMV were studied for the
spontaneous formation of Pd nanoparticles on TMV, as shown
in Table 1 and Figure 3d. For the catalytic activity study, the
Pd�TMV complexes were all synthesized with the condition
of sample S6 (0.6 mg/mL TMV, 10 mM Na2PdCl4). The mixed
solution was centrifuged at 9000g for 5 min with a Microfuge
22R centrifuge (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA). The supernatant
was discarded and the collected brown Pd�TMV complex
pellets were resuspended in 55 μL of deionized water. After
5 min sonication, the Pd�TMV solution was mixed with 15 μL of
PEG200 to make solution 1. To make solution 2, 25 μL of PEGDA
was thoroughly mixed with 5 μL of PI. Both solutions 1 and 2
were treated with 5 min sonication. Next, solution 1 was added
into solution 2 to have 100 μL of preparticle solution with final
volume ratio of Pd�TMV solution/PEGDA/PEG200/PI as 55/25/
15/5. To make preparticle solutions with TMV final concentra-
tion of 0.3, 0.6, 1.2, 2.4, and 4.8 mg/mL, varying volumes of the
Pd�TMV solutions (0.6 mg/mL TMV, 10 mM Na2PdCl4) at 50,
100, 200, 400, and 800 μL were centrifuged, and the collected
pellets were resuspended in 55 μL of DI water, mixed with
PEG200, then added to solution 2 to obtain 100 μL of total
volume of preparticle solutions.

Fabrication of Pd�TMV�PEG Microparticles via Replica Molding. The
four major steps of soft lithography, as described by others,72

were followed to prepare the microparticles. Briefly, AutoCAD

was used to design the shaped patterns. High-resolution print-
ing was used to generate photomasks on transparency films for
the fabrication of silicon masters via photolithography. PDMS
elastomeric micromolds were formed with Sylgard 184 (Dow
Corning, Midland, MI) following a 24 h cure at 65 �C. Finally,
microparticles were fabricated from the PDMS elastomeric
micromolds via replica molding (RM).

As shown in Figure 1, prepolymer solution (100 μL) was first
placed on the surface of the PDMS micromolds (2080 wells per
2 cm� 2 cmmold). Each cross-shape microparticle has arms of
length 100 μm, depth of 100 μm and total width of 300 μm. The
volume of each well is 5 nL. The air bubbles in the microwells
were removed by rubbing plastic pipet tips against the PDMS
molds. After the removal of the excess preparticle solution,
the filled PDMS micromolds were then sealed in a humidity
chamber (g90% relative humidity) with a glass slide coated
with a thin layer of PDMS obtained via spin-coating for 30 s at
1000 rpm. A square section (same size as the microwell square
region within the micromold) of PDMS of this slide had been
removed from the glass slide to provide a small gap between
the glass surface and the top portion of the microwells. The
sealed micromolds were then placed on an aluminum mirror
(Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) and exposed to 365 nm UV light with
an 8 W hand-held UV lamp (Spectronics Corp., Westbury, NY)
for 15 min. The polymerized PEG microparticles with encapsu-
lated Pd�TMV complexes (Pd�TMV�PEG microparticles) were
collected from the microwells by first physically bending
the mold, then placing water containing 0.5% (v/v) Tween 20
on the mold surface. The microparticles were collected by
pipetting up and down a few times before transferring into a
storage vial. This particle removal with water was repeated
several times for the complete collection of microparticles. The
prepared Pd�TMV�PEG microparticles are stored in 0.5% (v/v)
Tween 20 solution at room temperature until catalytic reaction
studies.

High-Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) Character-
ization. The samples for the HRTEM characterizations were pre-
pared as follows: 10 μL of well-dispersed Pd�TMV solution
was placed onto 300 mesh copper grid carbon TEM grids
(FCF300-Cu, EMS Sciences, Hatfield, PA), and left to dry before
examination. The TEM analysis was carried out on a JEOL 2100
TEM at 200 keV at the Center for Nanoscale Systems (CNS) at
Harvard University (Cambridge, MA).

Imaging Analysis. The Pd�TMV�PEG microparticles were
visualized with an Olympus BX51 microscope (Chroma Tech-
nology Corp., Rockingham, VT), and the brightfield micrographs
were captured with a DP70 microscope digital camera.

Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES). The
Pd loadingdensities of the Pd�TMV�PEGhydrogelmicroparticles
containing various TMV concentrations were determined by ICP-
OES. For this, before hydrogel encapsulation, centrifugedPd�TMV
complex pellets were mixed with aqua regia solution (HCl:HNO3

(v/v) = 4:1) for acid digestion. After complete dissolution of
Pd�TMV complexes for about 5 min, the acid-digested solutions
were analyzed by Perkin-Elmer 7300 ICP-OES (PerkinElmer, Inc.,
Waltham, MA). As shown in Table 2, the Pd loading densities of
the Pd�TMV�PEG microparticles with various concentrations of
TMV were determined based on the Pd amounts added into the
preparticle solutions.

TABLE 1. Synthesis Conditions of Pd Spontaneous Forma-

tion on TMV Biotemplates

sample number Na2PdCl4, mM TMV1cys, mg/mL ratio between Pd/TMV

S1 2.0 1.6 1.3
S2 2.0 0.12 16
S3 5.0 0.60 8.3
S4 10 1.6 6.4
S5 10 1.2 8.3
S6 10 0.60 17
S7 10 0.30 33
S8 15 0.60 25
S9 20 1.6 13
S10 20 0.12 160

TABLE 2. The Pd Loading Densities of Pd�TMV�PEG

Microparticles with Various TMV Concentrations

TMV concentration inside
microparticles, mg/mL

0 0.30 0.60 1.2 2.4 4.8

Pd loading density, μg Pd/μL
microparticles

0 0.035 0.071 0.14 0.28 0.56
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Catalytic Activity Examination of Pd�TMV�PEG Microparticles. Di-
chromate reduction was employed to examine the catalytic
activity of Pd�TMV�PEGmicroparticles. For this, microparticles
(total volume = 5.2 μL) was added into 1 mL reaction solution
containing 0.1 mM potassium dichromate and 100 mM sodium
formate at pH 3. The coupled redox reactions are enumerated in
eqs 1 and 2. The reaction was monitored in situ with Evolution
300 UV/vis Spectrophotometer (Thermo scientific, Waltham,
MA) every minute at 350 nm, the characteristic absorption
maximum of the dichromate ion.

Cr2O7
2� þ 14H3Oþ þ 6e� T 2Cr3þ þ 21H2O (1)

HCOOHþ 2H2O T CO2 þ 2H3Oþ þ 2e� (2)

The absorbance at 350 nm was used to calculate Cr(VI)
ion concentration, using a calibration curve derived from
standard solutions. The conversion of Cr(VI) was calculated from
([Cr(VI)0]� [Cr(VI)])/Cr(VI)0� 100%, where [Cr(VI)0] is the original
concentration before reaction and [Cr(VI)] is the concentration
at each time point. The reaction can be considered to follow
pseudo-first-order kinetics under the reaction conditions in
this study. From the linear regression of Ln([Cr(VI)]/[Cr(VI)0]) vs
reaction time, the obtained slope represents the apparent first-
order rate constant.27 The initial reaction rates r (mmol/min)
were obtained from the slope of the dichromate concentration
vs time plots during the initial reaction period, i.e., initial rate

r ¼ � dC
dt

¼ �ΔC

Δt
¼ � C(t¼ 1min) � C(t¼ 0min)

(t1min � t0min)

For the examination of pore diffusion effects, Weisz modulus
Mw was calculated by the eq 3 shown below.

Mw ¼ � rA � L2

CA � Deff
(3)

where rA is the observed reaction rate (mol/(m3 solid 3 s)), L is the
characteristic length of microparticles (50 μm in our study), CA
is the concentration of dichromate in the solution, Deff is the
diffusion coefficient of reactants.

Catalytic Activity Comparison with Commercial Pd/C Catalysts. For
direct catalytic activity comparison with Pd�TMV�PEG micro-
particles, 2.3 mg of commercial 5% Pd/C catalysts was im-
mersed in 40 mL of the standard dichromate solution (with
the same condition used for Pd�TMV�PEG microparticles as
described in the previous section). The reaction rate was then
closely monitored via UV�vis. At each time point (every 1 min),
a small volume (0.5 mL) of the reaction solution was removed
and filtered with a syringe filter (pore size = 0.22 μm, diameter =
13 mm, Polypropylene Housing, VWR); the absorbance of the
supernatant at 350 nm was measured. For comparison pur-
poses, the dichromate reduction initial rates catalyzed by both
catalyst systems, 5% Pd/C and Pd�TMV�PEG microparticles,
were each normalized by the Pd metal contents (mass). The
unit of the normalized initial reaction rate per unit Pd mass is
mmol/(g Pd 3min).
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